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This is the first comprehensive study of social services for women that covers the
whole of eastern Europe outside the Soviet Union, and that provides additional com
parative data for outside of that area . The book indicates the areas of progress in
women's economic rights and amenities, the results of the new arrangements in
stituted by the governments in eastern Europe, and some problems that have re
mained or that have arisen. That information should be useful for women 's groups,
social service agencies, legislators and their staffs, students of comparative social and
economic systems, researchers, and the general public interested in women 's studies.
The dual roles of women (children and work), their incompatibility and the efforts to
make them compatible, is the main theme of this book. The period covered is post
World War II , with emphasis on recent development.

1982. 120pp. Statistical appendices and an exhausti ve bibliography of over 300
titles. $8.50, paper.

Published by the ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF THE NATIONALITIES
(USSR and East Europe), Inc.
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Russia, The USSR, and Eastern Europe:

A Bibliographic Guide to English Language Publications, 1975-1980.

By Stephan M. Horak

" . . . a vital reference work for all libraries," - Choice (February 1979),

review of the 1964-74 volume.

This volume, a supplement to RUSSIA, THE USSR, AND EASTERN

EUROPE: A BIBLIOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO ENGLISH LANGUAGE

PUBLICATIONS, 1964-1974 (Libraries Unlimited, 1978, o.p.), extends its

listings to cover the years 1975-1980. Some 1,000 monographs, most written

in English, are included here. A few extremely important foreign language

titles are also listed. The annotations for these works are derived from pub

lished reviews and offer critical commentary, summaries of contents, and

the title's special contributions to specific fields. Full citations to the

published reviews are also provided.

The general subject arrangement and format of this work are patterned

after the 1964-1974 volume. Part one covers "General and Interrelated

Themes," such as general reference works, economics, government and

law, and international relations; part two includes the "Russian Empire

prior to 1917 and USSR: Non-Russian Republics; and Jews"; and part

three, "Eastern Europe," offers works in general studies and on individual

countries.

College and university libraries, large public libraries, and instructors

and students of Soviet and East European studies will find this comprehen

sive, annotated bibliography a most valuable resource.

Stephan M. Horak is Professor of History, Eastern Illinois University,

Charleston.

Publication Date: 1982. 279p.
$25.00 U.S.: $30.00 elsewhere.
ISBN 0-87287-297-1
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